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CREATIVE 
WELLBEING
POETRY WRITING  
FOR WELLBEING

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students know:

 Ĕ How to talk about their emotions accurately and sensitively, using 
appropriate vocabulary

 Ĕ Simple self-care techniques and their benefits on mental wellbeing 
and happiness

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Students will:

 Ĕ Participate in collaborative and individual creative writing tasks to write two 
original poems

 Ĕ Use Theresa Lola’s poem ‘Painting My Thoughts Blue’ as inspiration to 
write their own poem about how emotions affect our actions 

 Ĕ Identify different self-care activities and people who support them, to 
write a poem about how they can promote their own mental wellbeing 

RESOURCES 
 Ĕ Video Workshop: Poetry Writing for Wellbeing(KS3) 
 Ĕ Pens/Pencils
 Ĕ Paper
 Ĕ Info: Young Minds - Nine Great Ways to Relax
 Ĕ Poem: Theresa Lola, Painting My Thoughts Blue

CREATIVE VIDEO 
WORKSHOPS FOR SCHOOLS
WITH THERESA LOLA
KEY STAGE 3

http://www.eastside.org.uk
https://twitter.com/EastsideLondon
mailto:schools%40eastside.org.uk?subject=
https://youngminds.org.uk/find-help/looking-after-yourself/take-time-out/
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LESSON PLAN
Instructions are on screen in the video.  
Pause the video at each instruction while your students complete the task. 

WARM UP | 5 MINS
1. Write down a list of any everyday objects and choose two strong emotions. E.g. happy 

and stressed.
2. Write down 3 sentences about what would happen if you used the objects with the 

emotion you’ve chosen.

E.G Socks worn with anger would tear and leave your toes cold

ACTIVITY | 10 MINS
1. In small groups pick a colour and the emotion you think that colour represents. 
2. Write down a short list of nouns that are that colour.
3. Write a short poem, like Theresa’s, depicting how you imagine a person treats those 

objects when they are feeling the emotion you’ve chosen.
4. Finally, edit your work, expanding descriptions and adding more detail.  

E.G ‘I’ll cuddle blueberries in my mouth like bubbles of hope’

ACTIVITY | 10 MINS
1. Choose a self-care activity that makes you feel calm. 
2. Close your eyes and imagine all the sounds you can hear when you’re doing this. When 

you open your eyes, write your poem describing those sounds in as much detail as you 
possibly can.

PLENARY | 10 MINS
Share your poems with the rest of the class. Remember to think about your voice and body 
language, and be confident. 

EXTRA CHALLENGE
Create a quick positivity poem.
Think of your favourite quote and repeat this sentence at the start of every line of your 
poem. Complete each line, thinking of as many ways to continue your quote as you can. 
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